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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel system to explore places of in-
terests based on the large amount of photos that are placed
on Google Maps. The system, named ViewFocus, estimates
the view directions of photos via robust object matching and
camera reconstruction techniques, and geo-registers the di-
rections on the map. Thus users are able to select the places
they are interested in, and the system automatically returns
a set of precise photos of the target places for users to focus
their exploration, by filtering out photos that are pointing
to other directions.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.5.3 [Information interface and presentation]: Group
and organization Interfaces-organization design, Web-based
interaction

General Terms
Algorithm, Design, Experimentation
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1. INTRODUCTION
Google Maps [1] is a widely used online service to explore

places on the earth. Users can virtually explore the maps
by viewing the related geo-tagged photos. Such service pro-
vides people an easy way to explore the world with “being
there” experience. However, current service mainly relies on
the geographical metadata of photos. This has limited its
applications. Imaging the following scenario: when you are
exploring a place on the high resolution map, you find a re-
gion (maybe a building or landscape site) you are interested
and want to view its visual appearance by browsing the cor-
responding photos. One possible way is to zoom the map
and let the system return the photos near the desired region.
But, this will introduce many erroneous photos. On one
hand, photos taken by non location-aware devices may be
wrongly placed manually on the map by uploaders. On the
other hand, even the photos are correctly placed (manually
by users or automatically from the location-aware devices),
their viewing directions may not be pointing to the desired
region.
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Figure 1 shows the example for “Taihe Palace”, a famous
building in “forbidden city” in Beijing, China. Figure 1 (a)
shows the top 12 most likely photos of “Taihe Palace” se-
lected by 5 users from the photos retrieved from Google
Panoramio system [2], where incorrect photos are marked
with red boxes. We can see that only 4 out of the 12 photos
are correct. While the 12 photos (Figure 1 (b)) found by
our system are all correct.

Figure 1: (a) the top 12 most likely browsed photos
for the place “Taihe Palace”. (b) 12 photos found by
our system.

Motivated by these observations, we propose a novel place
exploration system, named ViewFocus, which takes photo’s
view direction into consideration and supports more precise
exploration. It works as follows (see Figure 2). Given a
desired region, it first collects a set of photos which fall into
the range of 100-meter radius centered at the region. Second
the photos’ view directions are estimated and registered to
the map. Finally only photos that are pointing to the region
are returned to the users for exploration.

Figure 2: System pipeline of ViewFocus.
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A similar system to ViewFocus is “look around” [2], the
new feature released by Google Panoramio recently. “Look
around” allows users to watch places from different perspec-
tives by browsing a set of closely matched photos. However,
to explore a specified place/region on the map, users need
to first know at least one photo shot to the place and start
exploring from that photo. On the other hand, ViewFocus,
dedicated to focused exploration, can automatically select
the photos that point to the desired place for users’ viewing,
by filtering nearby photos using recovered view directions.

2. THE APPROACH
We present the technical details of view direction estima-

tion and registration in selecting photos that are pointing to
the target region.

2.1 View Direction Estimation
We first extract the SIFT [3] features of the photos. Then

for each pair of photos, their SIFT descriptors are matched.
If the matches is larger than an empirically determined thresh-
old t, where t = 25 in this work, this pair remains. The
reason for choosing highly matched pairs is because they fa-
cilitate the reconstruction of the camera parameters. Next,
we employ a bundle package [4] to estimate the external
camera parameters (Rotation R and Translation T ) of the
matched photos. Using a pinhole camera model, the 3D view
direction Vp of the photo p can be obtained as follows.

Vp = R
′ ∗ [0 0 − 1]

′
(1)

where ′ indicates the transpose of a matrix or vector. We
retain the x and y components of Vp as the 2D view direction
vp of p.

Figure 3: User interface of ViewFocus.

2.2 View Direction Geo-registration
Now we have the relative camera locations and their view

directions in a world coordinate system. The next step is to
align the view directions to the map. The geo-registration
of view direction vp of photo p is carried out as follows.

Let q be one of the matched photos of p. Because the
angles determined by p′s view direction and the location
vector from p to q are unchanged in the world coordinate
system and map coordinate system, the view direction vpq of
p in the map based on q can be obtained by using a rotation
transformation.

Suppose there is a total of m photos matched with p,
we compute m view directions for p from these photos and

create a m × 2 matrix M. Each row of M is an estimated
view direction of p. We then apply RANSAC [5] analysis to
M to select inliers as the correct view directions. At last, the
average of the inliers is computed as the final view direction
of p on the map.

We repeat the process until all photos’ view directions are
geo-registered to the map.

3. DEMONSTRATION INTERFACE
The interface of ViewFocus consists of four panels: control

panel, map panel, thumbnail panel and slide show panel.
Figure 3 shows the screenshot of the interface.

In the control panel, the location search with “Explore”
button allow users to fly to the desired map. Users can
“walk” on the map by dragging it. When users are inter-
ested in one region, they can click the “Select” button and
draw a rectangle on the map using the left mouse button.
By clicking the “All photos” button, the system will return
all the photos lying in a range of 100-meter radius centered
at the specified region. While clicking “ViewFocus” button
will return only the photos point to the region. The filtering
performance of the proposed system can be clearly demon-
strated by alternately clicking these two buttons.

In the thumbnail panel, the photos selected by “ViewFo-
cus” or “All photos” are organized as a photo list, allowing
quick reviewing of the results by the users.

In the slide show panel, interactive photo zooming and
panning are supported. When users single-click a photo
thumbnail, its high-resolution image will be shown in this
panel. And double-clicking a thumbnail will result in a slide
show of the photo list starting from the clicked photo. When
a photo is being shown, its location on the map is indicated
with a red mark.

4. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a system called ViewFocus. It sup-

ports focused exploration of places on the map with relevant
photos whose view directions are pointing towards the re-
gions. As more and more geo-tagged photos are becoming
available [6], we believe that ViewFocus provides an intuitive
and desirable way to explore the world.
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